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Chapter 2191: things are not good 

He directly pushed the door open and got out of the car, then pushed Bai Weitao,””How do you drive? 

Don’t you have eyes? Do you know whose car this is? I think you don’t want to live anymore?” 

“I … I didn’t do it on purpose. Besides, I was about to reverse my car and you took my parking space. 

Otherwise, I wouldn’t have hit you …” Bai Weitao frowned. The other party’s overbearing attitude made 

him feel a little wronged! Even if it was wrong for him to crash, you guys might not be completely right, 

right? 

“Snatching a parking space? This is a public parking space, does it belong to you? If you have the ability, 

come in first. It’s my responsibility if I bump into you!” The owner of the other car pouted arrogantly. 

“Okay … We’ll take full responsibility. I’ll call the insurance company to fix the car, okay?” After all, Bai 

Weitao was fully responsible, so he could only swallow his anger. 

“Repair the car? Don’t you see that this car is new? You haven’t registered your account yet, and you 

just got your car today? Repair a new car? If it were you, would you be willing to do it?” The other car 

owner glared at him and said. 

“Then … What do you want?” Bai Weitao said helplessly. 

“My master Bing’s car is new, 1.5 million. Give me 1.5 million and I’ll sell it to you!” The other car owner 

said. 

“You … Aren’t you extorting me?” Bai Weitao was stunned. He didn’t expect the other party to make 

such a request. 

“Blackmail? You can think so, but you have to take out the money. ” “No one’s ever been safe after 

hitting master Bing’s car!” The owner said arrogantly. 

In fact, the owner of the car was just trying to extort money. The price of the car was only slightly more 

than 1.1 million. 1.5 million was just a random price. 

“You …” Bai Weitao didn’t expect the other party to be like this.”If you continue to be so unreasonable, 

I’m going to call the police!” 

“Call the police, whatever you want. But I’ll remember what you look like. Don’t even think about living 

in Eastern Sea city anymore. You still have your friends, tsk tsk …” The other car owner said slowly. 

Lin Yi didn’t want to get out of the car at first, but he knew that he had to when he saw that the driver 

was trying to extort him. 

He’d thought that it was just a normal traffic accident, and that getting an insurance company to fix it 

would be fine-he didn’t expect so much trouble to happen. 

“You mean you want us to buy this car?” Lin Yi asked the driver. 

In fact, the other party’s request was not unreasonable, but a cayenne with this configuration would 

only cost about 1.1 million Yuan. If he asked for 1.5 million Yuan, he was obviously blackmailing him. 



“Not bad! 1.5 million and I’ll let this go. Otherwise, I’ll make sure you guys get it!” The driver said 

arrogantly, but when his eyes landed on Lin Yi, he made a “ga” sound and couldn’t speak … 

Lin Yi frowned, thinking that there was something wrong with this guy. Why was he so flustered?”You … 

Y-y-y-you … You’re Lin Yi?” 

“You know me?” Lin Yi looked at the man strangely. He didn’t know him at all. 

“I …” The driver heard Lin Yi’s confession and cursed in his heart. What bad luck! He could’ve scammed 

anyone, but he had to scam this guy! 

Lin Yi looked at the man, not knowing him, but he knocked on the car window, “You’re just a driver. Get 

your master to come down and talk to me. I’ll see how to deal with this car!” 

Qibing didn’t want to interfere when he saw his men acting cool outside, but he saw a familiar figure 

coming out of the Audi Q7, and he knew something was wrong! She was praying that this follower of 

hers would be smart enough to just leave and not argue with Lin Yi, but Lin Yi knocked on the window! 

Zhao Qibing had no choice but to get out of the car helplessly. He greeted Lin Yi with a big smile,”Hi, 

Yingluo!” 

“Zhao Qibing?” Lin Yi didn’t think that the person in the car would be Zhao Qibing. He heard the driver 

say “master Bing” or something, but there were many people who called themselves that. Lin Yi didn’t 

think that it would be such a coincidence! 

Lin Yi wanted to knock on the window to get the person out because the driver didn’t mean much. If Lin 

Yi wanted to talk, he should talk to the person in the car. 

“Boss Lin Yi, it’s actually a misunderstanding …” Zhao Qibing glared at the driver. 

The driver didn’t know what to do-how would he know that Lin Yi was in the Q7? If he knew, he would 

definitely not extort Bai Weitao. He might even take the initiative to apologize and compensate him a 

sum of money. 

“You’re going to sell this car to me, right?” Lin Yi said, pointing at the Porsche Cayenne. 

“Ugh … I was just joking …” Qibing’s leg started to hurt when he saw Lin Yi. He didn’t know if he was 

suffering from reflective Rheumatology. 

“I’m not joking with you. Give me the keys and the documents. I’ll buy the car!” Lin Yi said. 

“Ugh … Boss Lin Yi, I was just joking …” Zhao Qibing was a little scared. If he sold the car to Lin Yi, would 

he be fine? 

“Didn’t you hear what I said?” Lin Yi looked at Qibing’s legs. Your legs are itching again, aren’t they? 

“No… Zhao Qi nineteen, hurry up and give boss Lin Yi the car keys and documents!” Qibing had no 

choice but to order his driver. As for what Lin Yi was going to do, he could only accept his fate. 

“Okay …” The driver called Zhao Qi-nineteen quickly took out the keys and documents from the car and 

handed them to Lin Yi. 



“I’ll buy the car. You can owe me the money first. I’ll pay you when I have the money.” “Oh right, you 

still owe me a couple hundred million,” Lin Yi said. “Next time you come to me to pay back, deduct this 

one and a half million!” 

“Ugh …” Zhao Qibing thought to himself. Nothing good, buying a car? This was clearly a robbery! But 

what could Zhao Qibing say? Even if Lin Yi stole the car and broke his legs, he could only accept his fate! 

Qibing’s leg had just recovered, and he wanted to come out for some fresh air and buy a car for his 

family. He hadn’t played with girls in a long time, and he didn’t have the chance to do so in the Hidden 

House Zhao’s Manor, so he wanted to pick up a girl near the movie theater. However, the car was taken 

away as soon as he parked his car, and he lost all interest in picking up girls. 

“Why are you still here? Are your legs broken?” Lin Yi looked at Qibing. 

“Go … Go, I’ll leave now.” Qibing’s heart almost fell out of his chest when he heard Lin Yi mention his 

leg. 

“Wait …” Lin Yi called out again. 

“That … Boss Lin Yi, is there anything else …” Zhao Qibing’s face was bitter as he turned around. 

 


